A graph Γ is called G-symmetric if it admits G as a group of automorphisms acting transitively on the set of ordered pairs of adjacent vertices. We give a classification of Gsymmetric graphs Γ with V (Γ) admitting a nontrivial G-invariant partition B such that there is exactly one edge of Γ between any two distinct blocks of B. This is achieved by giving a classification of (G, 2)-point-transitive and G-block-transitive designs D together with G-orbits Ω on the flag set of N ) ∈ Ω, where G σ,L is the setwise stabilizer of L in the stabilizer G σ of σ in G. Along the way we determine all imprimitive blocks of G σ on V \ {σ} for every 2-transitive group G on a set V , where σ ∈ V .
Introduction
Intuitively, a graph is symmetric if all its arcs have the same status in the graph, where an arc is an ordered pair of adjacent vertices. Since Tutte's seminal work [28] , symmetric graphs have long been important objects of study in graph theory due to their intrinsic beauty and wide applications (see [26] for an excellent overview of the area). In this paper we give a classification of those symmetric graphs with an automorphism group acting transitively on the arc set and imprimitively on the vertex set such that there is exactly one edge between any two blocks of the underlying invariant partition.
A finite graph Γ with vertex set V (Γ) is called G-symmetric (or G-arc-transitive) if it admits G as a group of automorphisms (that is, G acts on V (Γ) and preserves the adjacency relation of Γ) such that G is transitive on V (Γ) and transitive on the set of arcs of Γ. (A graph is symmetric if it is Aut(Γ)-symmetric, where Aut(Γ) is the full automorphism group of Γ.) The group G is said to be imprimitive on V (Γ) if V (Γ) admits a nontrivial G-invariant partition B = {B, C, . . .}, that is, 1 < |B| < |V (Γ)| and B g := {α g | α ∈ B} ∈ B for any g ∈ G and B ∈ B. In this case (Γ, G, B) is said to be a symmetric triple. The quotient graph of Γ relative to B, denoted by Γ B , is defined to be the graph with vertex set B such that B, C ∈ B are adjacent if and only if there exists at least one edge of Γ with one end-vertex in B and the other in C.
(As usual we assume that Γ B has at least one edge so that each block of B is an independent set of Γ.) For adjacent B, C ∈ B, define Γ[B, C] to be the bipartite subgraph of Γ with bipartition {Γ(C) ∩ B, Γ(B) ∩ C}, where Γ(B) is the set of vertices of Γ with at least one neighbour in B. Since Γ B can be easily seen to be G-symmetric, this bipartite graph is independent of the choice of adjacent B, C up to isomorphism. Denote by Γ B (B) the neighbourhood of B in Γ B , and by Γ B (α) the set of blocks of B containing at least one neighbour of α ∈ V (Γ) in Γ. Denote v := |B|, r := |Γ B (α)|, b := |Γ B (B)|, k := |Γ(C) ∩ B|.
(1)
Since Γ is G-symmetric and B is G-invariant, these parameters are independent of the choice of α ∈ V (Γ) and adjacent B, C ∈ B.
Various possibilities for Γ[B, C] can happen. In the "densest" case where Γ[B, C] ∼ = K v,v is a complete bipartite graph, Γ is uniquely determined by Γ B , namely, Γ ∼ = Γ B [K v ] is the lexicographic product of Γ B by the complete graph K v . The "sparsest" case where Γ[B, C] ∼ = K 2 (that is, k = 1) can also happen; in this case Γ is called a spread of Γ B in [16] , where it was shown that spreads play a significant role in the study of edge-primitive graphs. Spreads have also arisen from some other classes of symmetric graphs (see [24, 30, 31] ), and a study of them was undertaken in [32, Section 4] . Spreads of cycles and complete graphs with r = 1 were briefly discussed in [15, Section 4] , where Gardiner and Praeger remarked that when k = 1 and Γ B is a complete graph "it is not at all clear what one can say about Γ in general".
In response to the remark above, in this paper we give a classification of all spreads of complete graphs. Theorem 1.1. All symmetric triples (Γ, G, B) with G ≤ Aut(Γ) such that there is exactly one edge of Γ between any two distinct blocks of B are classified in this paper and will be described in Sections 3 and 4.
Several interesting families of symmetric triples (Γ, G, B) arise from this classification. In particular, we obtain four infinite families of connected symmetric spreads of complete graphs (see Lemmas 3.4, 3.7, 3.8 and 4.9) . Such graphs are mutually non-isomorphic as they have different orders or valencies.
As shown in [15, Theorem 4.2] , in the degenerate case where r = 1, we have Γ ∼ = independent edges) and G can be any 2-transitive group of degree v + 1. So we will only consider the general case where r > 1.
A major tool in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the "flag graph construction" [32] , which implies that the classification of symmetric spreads of complete graphs is equivalent to that of (G, 2)-point-transitive and G-block-transitive designs together with certain G-orbits on their flag sets. We give the latter classification in the following theorem, but postpone related definitions and results on flag graphs to Section 2.2. (We use soc(G) to denote the socle of a group G, that is, the product of its minimal normal subgroups. We use G 0 to denote the stabilizer of the zero vector 0 when G acts on a vector space V , and e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) the vector of V with 0 at every coordinate except the first one.) Theorem 1.2. Let D be a (G, 2)-point-transitive and G-block-transitive 2-(|V |, r + 1, λ) (r > 1) design with point set V , where G ≤ Sym(V ). Then there exists at most one 1-feasible Gorbit on the set of flags of D. Moreover, all possibilities for (D, G) such that such a 1-feasible G-orbit Ω exists, and the unique G-flag graph Γ(D, Ω, Ψ) associated with each (D, G) together with its connectedness, are given in Tables 1-2 , where Ψ is the set of ordered pairs of flags ((σ, L), (τ, N )) ∈ Ω × Ω such that σ = τ and σ, τ ∈ L ∩ N . Furthermore, Ω is explicitly given for each (D, G) in all cases except (h)-(j) in Table 2 . Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 2.2, but details of the corresponding flag graphs Γ(D, Ω, Ψ) will be given during the proof of Theorem 1.2. The number of pairs (D, G) in each of (h)-(j) above will be computed by Magma but their structures will not be given due to space limit. As a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 1.2, we give (or enumerate in cases (h)-(j)) all imprimitive blocks of G σ on V \ {σ} for every 2-transitive group G on V . 
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Preliminaries

Notation and terminology
The reader is referred to [11] and [4] for notation and terminology on permutation groups and block designs, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, all designs are assumed to have no repeated blocks, and each block of a design is identified with the set of points incident with it.
Let G be a group acting on a set Ω. That is, for any α ∈ Ω and g ∈ G there corresponds a point in Ω denoted by α g , such that α 1 G = α and (α g ) h = α gh for any α ∈ Ω and g, h ∈ G, where 1 G is the identity element of G. Let P i be a point or subset of Ω for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Define (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n ) g := (P g 1 , P g 2 , . . . , P g n ) for g ∈ G, where P g i := {α g | α ∈ P i } if P i is a subset of Ω. Denote
In particular, α G is the G-orbit on Ω containing α. Define
In particular, if α is a point and P a subset of Ω, then G α is the stabilizer of α in G, G P is the setwise stabilizer of P in G, and G α,P is the setwise stabilizer of P in G α .
Let G and H be groups acting on Ω and ∆, respectively. These two actions are said to be permutation isomorphic if there exist a bijection ρ : Ω → ∆ and an isomorphism η : G → H such that ρ(α g ) = (ρ(α)) η(g) for α ∈ Ω and g ∈ G. If in addition G = H and η is the identity automorphism of G, then the two actions are said to be permutation equivalent. It is immediate from the definition that if ϕ : G → Sym(Ω) and ψ : H → Sym(Ω) are monomorphisms, then the corresponding actions of G and H on Ω are permutation isomorphic if and only if ϕ(G) and ψ(H) are conjugate in Sym(Ω). Let Γ and Σ be G-symmetric graphs. If there exists a graph isomorphism ρ : V (Γ) → V (Σ) such that the actions of G on V (Γ) and V (Σ) are permutation 
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same property as in (h) Table 2 . Theorem 1.2: affine case. Acronym: L = Lemma, T = Table, C = Connected, D = Disconnected, ord = Order, val = Valency equivalent with respect to ρ, then Γ and Σ are said to be G-isomorphic with respect to the G-isomorphism ρ, and we denote this fact by Γ ∼ = G Σ.
Flag graphs
Let (Γ, G, B) be a symmetric triple. As in [15] , define D(B) := (B, Γ B (B)) to be the incidence structure with "point set" B and "block set" Γ B (B) such that α ∈ B and C ∈ Γ B (B) are incident if and only if C ∈ Γ B (α). It can be verified [15] that D(B) is a 1-(v, k, r) design with b blocks, and is independent of B up to isomorphism. Denote by D * (B) := (Γ B (B), B) the dual 1-design of D(B). We may identify the "blocks" α ∈ B of D * (B) with the subsets Γ B (α) of the "point set" Γ B (B) of D * (B), and we call two such "blocks" Γ B (β), Γ B (γ) repeated if β, γ ∈ B are distinct but Γ B (β) = Γ B (γ). For α ∈ V (Γ), let B(α) denote the unique block of B containing α and set L(α) := {B(α)} ∪ Γ B (α). Let L be the set of all L(α), α ∈ V (Γ), with repeated ones identified. One can see that the action of
to be the incidence structure with incidence relation the set-theoretic inclusion. Then D(Γ, B) is a 1-design with block size r + 1 which admits G as a point-and block-transitive group of automorphisms ([32, Lemma 3.1]). In the case when D * (B) has no repeated blocks (which occurs particularly when k = 1 by [32, Lemma 4.1(a)]), Γ can be reconstructed from D(Γ, B) by the following construction (see [31, 32] 
then Ω is said to be 1-feasible.
Given a feasible G-orbit Ω on the set of flags of D, denote
, is defined to be the graph with vertex set Ω and arc set Ψ.
The following was proved in [32, Theorem 1.1]: If D * (B) contains no repeated blocks, then Γ is G-isomorphic to a G-flag graph of D(Γ, B) with respect to some (Ω, Ψ). Conversely, any G-flag graph Γ(D, Ω, Ψ) is a G-symmetric graph admitting B(Ω) := {Ω(σ) | σ is a point of D} as a G-invariant partition such that the corresponding D * (Ω(σ)) contains no repeated blocks. The case where k = 1 occurs if and only if Ω is 1-feasible, and in this case G is faithful on V (Γ) if and only if it is faithful on the point set of D (see [32, Theorem 4.3] and the remark below it). In the case where k = 1 and Γ B is a complete graph, we have Γ B ∼ = K vr+1 as Γ B has valency vr. Since Γ B is G-symmetric, this occurs precisely when G is 2-transitive on B. Hence in this case D(Γ, B) is a (G, 2)-point-transitive and G-block-transitive 2-(vr + 1, r + 1, λ) design for some integer λ ≥ 1. Conversely, if D is a (G, 2)-point-transitive and G-block-transitive 2-(vr + 1, r + 1, λ) design, then for any G-flag graph Γ = Γ(D, Ω, Ψ) of D, we have Γ B(Ω) ∼ = K vr+1 . Thus [32, Theorem 4.3] has the following consequence. In addition, G is faithful on V (Γ) if and only if it is faithful on the point set of D.
Moreover, for any point σ of D, the set of points of D other than σ admits a G σ -invariant partition of block size r, namely,
In the case where r = 1, by the G-flag graph construction, V (Γ) can be identified with
and G is any 2-transitive group on {0, 1, 2, . . . , v} acting on V (2) coordinate-wise (see also [15, Theorem 4.2] ).
In what follows we assume r > 1. Since the graphs in Theorem 1.1 are precisely those in Corollary 2.2 (a), to prove Theorem 1.1 it suffices to classify (D, Ω, Ψ) in part (b) of this corollary with G faithful on the point set of D. In the remainder of the paper we give this classification and thus prove Theorem 1.2. 
Preliminary results
Proof. Let σ, τ ∈ V be distinct points. Denote by L 1 , . . . , L λ the λ blocks of D containing both σ and τ . Denote
Since G is 2-transitive on V , the sets Ω 1 , . . . , Ω λ are all possible G-orbits on the flag set of D, possibly with Ω i = Ω j for distinct i and j. Suppose that Ω i = Ω j and both of them are 1-feasible.
transitive on L j \ {σ}, which contradicts the assumption that Ω j is 1-feasible. Hence there is at most one 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D.
Lemma 2.4. Let D be a (G, 2)-point-transitive and G-block-transitive 2-(|V |, r + 1, λ) design with point set V . Suppose that there is a 1-feasible G-orbit Ω = (σ, L) G on the flag set of D. Let P := L \ {σ} and let H be a transitive subgroup of G σ on V \ {σ}. Then Ξ(D, Ω) (see (2) ) is a self-paired G-orbit on the set of ordered pairs of distinct flags in Ω, P is an imprimitive block of H on V \ {σ}, and P is the union of some H τ -orbits (including the H τ -orbit {τ } of length 1), where τ ∈ P is a fixed point.
Proof. By (c) in Definition 2.1 we know that P = {M \ {δ} | (δ, M ) ∈ Ω} is a G σ -invariant partition of V \ {σ}. Since H ≤ G σ is transitive on V \ {σ}, it follows that P is an imprimitive block of H on V \ {σ}. Since τ ∈ P , P is H τ -invariant and so is the union of some H τ -orbits. Given a group G, a subgroup T of G, and an element g ∈ G with g ∈ N G (T ) and g 2 ∈ T ∩T g , define the coset graph Cos(G, T, T gT ) to be the graph with vertex set [G : T ] := {T x | x ∈ G} and edge set {{T x, T y} | xy −1 ∈ T gT }. It is well known (see e.g. [25] ) that Cos(G, T, T gT ) is a G-symmetric graph with G acting on [G : T ] by right multiplication, and Cos(G, T, T gT ) is connected if and only if T, g = G. Conversely, any G-symmetric graph Γ is G-isomorphic to Cos(G, T, T gT ) (see e.g. [25] ), where g is an element of G interchanging two adjacent vertices α and β of Γ and T := G α , and the required G-isomorphism is given by V (Γ) → [G : T ], γ → T x, with x ∈ G satisfying α x = γ. Based on this one can prove the following result.
In the proof of Theorem 1.2, we will use the following results whose proofs are straightforward and hence omitted. Lemma 2.6. Let ℓ be a nonnegative integer and q > 2 a prime power such that 3 | (q + 1).
Lemma 2.7. Let ℓ and n be positive integers and q > 1 a prime power. If (ℓ(q − 1) + 1) | q n , then ℓ = (q i − 1)/(q − 1) for some i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Lemma 2.8. Let ℓ ≥ 0 be an integer, n a positive integer, and q an odd power of 3. Then (ℓ(q − 1) + (q − 1)/2 + 1) ∤ q n .
Methodology
Let D be a (G, 2)-point-transitive and G-block-transitive 2-(|V |, r + 1, λ) (r > 1) design with point set V , where G ≤ Sym(V ). By Lemma 2.4, for a 1-feasible G-orbit Ω = (σ, L) G on the set of flags of D, L \ {σ} must be an imprimitive block of G σ on V \ {σ}. The major task in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to determine such blocks by examining subgroups H of G σ , with the help of the following methods.
(i) Suppose that H ≤ G σ is transitive on V \ {σ}. For each nontrivial imprimitive block P of H on V \ {σ}, we will check whether P is also an imprimitive block of G σ on V \ {σ}. By Lemma 2.4, P is the union of some H τ -orbits on V \ {σ}, where τ ∈ P .
(ii) If there is a point τ ∈ V \ {σ} such that H τ = G σ,τ , then by [11, Theorem 1.5A], P := τ H is an imprimitive block of G σ on V \ {σ}.
If P is an imprimitive block of G σ on V \ {σ} obtained from (i) or (ii), then define
, where L := P ∪ {σ}, to be the incidence structure with point set V and block set L G , with incidence relation the set-theoretic inclusion. By Since G is 2-transitive on V , it is either almost simple (with socle a nonabelian simple group) or affine (with socle an abelian group). We will deal with these two cases in the next two sections, with results summarized in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively.
Almost simple case
In this section we assume that G ≤ Sym(V ) is 2-transitive on V of degree u := |V | with soc(G) a nonabelian simple group. It is well known ( [22] , [7, p.196] , [6] ) that soc(G) and u are as follows:
(iii) soc(G) = PSU(3, q), q ≥ 3 is a prime power and u = q 3 + 1;
(iv) soc(G) = Sz(q), q = 2 2e+1 > 2 and u = q 2 + 1;
(viii) soc(G) = M u , u = 11, 12, 22, 23, 24;
Let σ, τ be distinct points in V . In cases (i), (viii) and (ix), since soc(G) is 3-transitive, a 2-design as in Lemma 2.4 admitting G as a group of automorphisms does not exist. In case (vii), since G σ,τ has orbit-lengths 3 and 6 on V \ {σ, τ } (see [22] ), again a 2-design as in Lemma 2.4 does not exist. In case (xi), since G σ,τ has orbit-lengths 12, 72 and 90 on V \ {σ, τ } (see [22] ), there is no 2-design as in Lemma 2.4. Similarly, in case (xii) such a 2-design does not exist as G σ,τ has orbit-lengths 112 and 162 on V \ {σ, τ } (see [22] ).
In case (ii) with d = 2, let σ = e 1 and τ = e 2 , where e 1 = (1, 0) and e 2 = (0, 1). If ϕ ∈ PSL(2, q) σ,τ , then e ϕ 1 = (µ, 0) and e ϕ 2 = (0, 1/µ) for some µ ∈ F × q . Let η = (x, 1) ∈ V \ {σ, τ }, where x ∈ F × q . Then η ϕ = (xµ 2 , 1) and the PSL(2, q) σ,τ -orbit on V containing η has length q − 1 when q is even and (q − 1)/2 when q is odd. Thus, if P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of PSL(2, q) σ on V \ {σ} containing τ , then q is odd and |P | = 1 + (q − 1)/2 = (q + 1)/2. Since |P | divides u − 1 = q, we must have q = 1, a contradiction. Hence this case does not produce any G-flag graph.
In case (ii) with d ≥ 3, G σ,τ has orbit-lengths q − 1 and u − (q + 1) on V \ {σ, τ }. Thus D = PG(d − 1, q) and λ = 1 by [22] . The imprimitive block of G σ on V \ {σ} containing τ has size q and so Table  1 .
In case (vi), G σ acts on V \ {σ} as O ± (2d, 2) does on its singular vectors (see [22] ), and G σ,τ has orbit-lengths 2(
We may assume d ≥ 3 since the case d < 3 is covered by other cases in the classification of finite 2-transitive groups.) Since the size of a G σ,τ -orbit on V \ {σ, τ } plus 1 cannot divide u − 1, there is no 2-design as in Lemma 2.4 admitting G as a group of automorphisms.
In case (x), since G σ,τ has orbit-lengths 1 and 12 on V \ {σ, τ }, we have D = PG(3, 2) and λ = 1 (see [22] ). Since the imprimitive block of G σ on V \ {σ} containing τ has size 2, we have Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) ∼ = 35 · K 3 , contributing to (a) in Table 1. 3.1 soc(G) = PSU(3, q), q ≥ 3 a prime power and u = q 3 + 1
This case yields (c) in Table 1 . We use the following permutation representation of PSU(3, q) (see [11, pp.248-249] ). Let W be a 3-dimensional vector space over F q 2 . Using ξ → ξ = ξ q to denote the automorphism of F q 2 of order 2, we define a hermitian form ϕ :
One can see that for this form the set of 1-dimensional isotropic subspaces is given by
where Z(GU(3, q)) is the center of GU(3, q). Denote
If δδ = 1, γ = 0 and α + α + ββ = 0, then t α,β and h γ,δ define elements of GU(3, q). There are q 3 matrices of type t α,β and (q 2 − 1)(q + 1) of type h γ,δ . Let e 1 = (1, 0, 0) and e 3 = (0, 0, 1). Then PGU(3, q) e 1 = {π(h γ,δ )π(t α,β ) | α, β, γ, δ ∈ F q 2 , δδ = 1, γ = 0, α + α + ββ = 0} and GU(3, q) e 1 , e 3 = {h γ,δ | γ, δ ∈ F q 2 , δδ = 1, γ = 0}. Obviously t α,β ∈ SU(3, q), and h γ,δ ∈ SU(3, q) if and only if δ = γ q−1 . Moreover, h γ,δ ∈ SU(3, q) is a scalar matrix if and only if γ q−2 = 1.
In the rest of this section we denote PSU(3, q) by J.
Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of J e 1 on V \ { e 1 } containing e 3 . Then P \ { e 3 } is the union of some J e 1 , e 3 -orbtis on V \ { e 1 , e 3 }. By Lemmas 2.6 and 3.1, we have |P | = q or q 2 .
Lemma 3.2. Let P be a nontrivial imprimitive block of J e 1 on V \ { e 1 } containing e 3 . Then P = { (α, 0, 1) | α + α = 0}. Moreover, let D := (V, L J ) and Ω := ( e 1 , L) J , where L := P ∪ { e 1 }, and let G ≤ PΓU(3, q) with soc(G) = J. Then D is a 2-(q 3 + 1, q + 1, 1) design admitting G as a group of automorphisms, Ω is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D, and
Proof. We first prove that |P | = q 2 . Suppose otherwise. Denote the q solutions in F q 2 of the equation
} is a system of blocks of J e 1 on V \{ e 1 } with |Σ| = q, and T := π(t α,β ) | α+α+ββ = 0 is transitive on Σ. Actually, T is a normal subgroup of J e 1 acting regularly on V \ { e 1 } (see [11, p.249] ). Thus, the stabilizer of P in T has order q 2 , that is,
For any (η 1 , η 2 , 1) , (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , 1) ∈ P , η 2 , ξ 2 = 0, since P is an imprimitive block of J e 1 on V \ { e 1 }, both π(t η 1 ,η 2 ) and π(t ξ 1 ,ξ 2 ) fix P setwise. Thus
Hence
, where f denotes the automorphism of F q 2 of order 2. Choosing η 2 = 1, we have
Hence D is a 2-(q 3 + 1, q + 1, λ) design admitting G as a group of automorphisms with λ = 1 (see [11, p.249] and [22] ), Ω is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D, and
This case yields (d) in Table 1 . We use the following permutation representation of Sz(q) (see [11, p.250] ). The mapping σ : ξ → ξ 2 e+1 is an automorphism of F q and σ 2 is the Frobenius automorphism ξ → ξ 2 . Define
Then |V | = q 2 + 1. For α, β, κ ∈ F q with κ = 0, define the following permutations of V fixing ∞:
Then Sz(q) is generated by w and all t α,β and n κ . We have Sz(q) ∞ = t α,β , n κ | α, β, κ ∈ F q , κ = 0 and Sz(q) ∞,0 = n κ | κ ∈ F q , κ = 0 , the latter being a cyclic group.
Lemma 3.3. Every Sz(q) ∞,0 -orbit on V \ {∞, 0} has length q − 1.
Proof. Since 2 e+1 + 1 and 2 2e+1 − 1 are coprime and F × q is a cyclic group of order 2 2e+1 − 1, the mapping
if and only if a = b, and so the result follows.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be any subgroup of Sym(V ) containing Sz(q) as a normal subgroup. Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of G ∞ on V \ {∞} containing 0. Then the following hold:
design admitting G as a 2-point-transitive and block-transitive group of automorphisms, and Since Sz(q) is a normal subgroup of G and Sz(q) has index 2e + 1 in its normalizer Q in Sym(V ) ( [7, p.197 , Table 7 .4]), Q/Sz(q) is a cyclic group of order 2e + 1 and G = Sz(q), ζ , where ζ is an automorphism of F q inducing a permutation of V that fixes ∞ and acts on the elements of V \ {∞} componentwise.
. Hence D admits G as an automorphism group and Ω is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D. 
This case yields (e) in Table 1 . We use the following permutation representation of R(q) (see [11, p.251] ). The mapping σ : ξ → ξ 3 e+1 is an automorphism of F q and σ 2 is the Frobenius automorphism ξ → ξ 3 . The set V of points on which R(q) acts consists of ∞ and the set of 6-tuples (
Thus |V | = q 3 + 1. For α, β, γ, κ ∈ F q with κ = 0, define the following permutations of V fixing ∞:
where µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 can be calculated from the formulas in (5) . Define the involution w fixing V by
(We use the corrected definition [12] of the action of w on V [11, p.251] .) The Ree group R(q) is the group generated by w and all t α,β,γ and n κ . We have R(q) ∞ = t α,β,γ , n κ | α, β, γ, κ ∈ F q , κ = 0 and R(q) ∞,0 is the cyclic group n κ | κ ∈ F q , κ = 0 . Since the first three coordinates in each element of V determine the other three, we present an element of V by (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , . . .).
The following lemma was used in [14] , and its proof is given below for later reference.
Proof. Since id :
Let δ be a generator of the cyclic group F × q . Since δ σ+1 = δ 3 e+1 +1 and gcd(3 e+1 +1, q −1) = 2, we have |δ σ+1 | = (q − 1)/2, and thus
are R(q) ∞,0 -orbits on V \ {∞, 0} of length (q − 1)/2.
By Lemma 3.5, R(q) ∞,0 has two orbits of length (q − 1)/2 and q(q + 1) orbits of length q − 1 on V \ {∞, 0}.
In the remainder of this section, let G ≤ Sym(V ) contain R(q) as a normal subgroup and P be a nontrivial imprimitive block of G ∞ on V \ {∞} containing 0. Since R(q) has index 2e + 1 in its normalizer Q in Sym(V ) ( [7, p.197 , Table 7 .4]), Q/R(q) is a cyclic group of order 2e + 1 and
where ζ is an automorphism of F q inducing a permutation of V that fixes ∞ and acts on the elements of V \ {∞} componentwise. We have
By Lemma 2.4, P \ {0} is the union of some R(q) ∞,0 -orbits on V \ {∞, 0}. By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, we have
where L 1 and L 2 are as defined in (6) .
is a 2-(q 3 + 1, q + 1, λ) design admitting G as a group of automorphisms, and Ω is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D. It can be verified that w stabilizes L and thus λ = 1. It follows that Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) ∼ = (q 4 − q 3 + q 2 ) · K q+1 , yielding the first possibility in (e) in Table 1 .
Now each element of P is of the form (κη 1 , κ σ+1 η 2 , κ σ+2 η 3 , . . .) for some κ ∈ F q , where (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , . . .) is a fixed point in P \ {0}. Suppose that P ∩ P t α,β,γ = ∅, that is, for some
Then
Hence, if α, β, γ are given by (10) in terms of η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , then (9) holds. Since P is an imprimitive block of R(q) ∞ on V \ {∞}, we need to verify that P t α,β,γ = P , that is, for every ℓ ∈ F q , the following equation system has a solution x ∈ F q :
Lemma 3.6. If (11) has a solution for every ℓ ∈ F q , then η 1 = η 2 = 0.
Proof. If P t η,θ,ξ ∩ P = ∅ for any t η,θ,ξ = id, then different t η,θ,ξ must map P to different elements in P R(q) ∞ , and thus q 3 = | t η,θ,ξ | η, θ, ξ ∈ F q | ≤ |P R(q) ∞ | = q 2 , a contradiction. Hence we can assume that at most two of α, β and γ are 0 in (9) . We claim that η 1 = 0. Suppose otherwise. Then x = α/η 1 + ℓ, α = 0 (for otherwise x = ℓ and β = γ = 0 by (11)), and the second equation of (11) becomes
− β = 0, which holds for every ℓ ∈ F q . On the other hand, the polynomial of ℓ on the left-hand side should have at most 3 e+1 roots if it is nonzero. Thus, if q > 3 (so that q > 3 e+1 ), then this polynomial must be the zero polynomial and hence αη 2 /η 1 = α σ η 2 /η σ 1 − α σ η 1 = 0, which implies α = 0, a contradiction. Assume q = 3. Then σ = id, and
− β = 0 holds for every ℓ ∈ F 3 , which implies αη 2 /η 1 + (αη 2 /η 1 − αη 1 ) = 0. Hence η 2 = −1 and the third equation of (11) becomes αℓ 2 + α 2 ℓ/η 1 + γ − αη 3 /η 1 = 0, which cannot hold for every ℓ ∈ F 3 , a contradiction. Therefore, η 1 = 0. Consequently, we have α = 0 by (10) . If η 3 = 0, then γ = 0 by the third equation of (10), and the second equation of (11) becomes (x σ+1 − ℓ σ+1 )η 2 = β, which has a solution x ∈ F q for every ℓ ∈ F q . By our assumption, β = 0. For ℓ = 0 there exists t ∈ F × q such that t σ+1 = β/η 2 . For ℓ = t there exists z ∈ F q such that z σ+1 = t σ+1 + β/η 2 = t σ+1 + t σ+1 = −t σ+1 . Thus (z/t) σ+1 = −1. Let δ be a generator of the cyclic group F × q and set z/t = δ n (n > 0).
gcd((q − 1)/2, n) = (q − 1)/4. But 4 ∤ (q−1) as q is an odd power of 3, a contradiction. Therefore η 3 = 0, and the third equation of (11) becomes
The latter also holds when γ/η 3 + ℓ σ+2 = 0. Multiplying (γ/η 3 + ℓ σ+2 ) on both sides of the second equation of (11), we obtain
which holds for every ℓ ∈ F q . Since the polynomial of ℓ on the left-hand side of this equation has at most 3 e+1 + 2 roots if it is nonzero, we must have β = 0 and γη 2 /η 3 = 0 if q > 3. If q = 3, then σ = id and (12) becomes βℓ +
= 0, and so we still have β = 0 and γη 2 /η 3 = 0. By our assumption, γ = 0 and thus η 2 = 0.
Lemma 3.7. Let G = R(q), ζ (as given in (7)) be a subgroup of Sym(V ) containing R(q) as a normal subgroup. Suppose that P is an imprimitive block of G ∞ on V \ {∞} containing 0 such that P \ {0} is an R(q) ∞,0 -orbit on V \ {∞, 0} of length q − 1. Then the foollowing hold:
is a 2-(q 3 + 1, q + 1, q + 1) design admitting G as a 2-point-transitive and block-transitive group of automorphisms, and 
we see that
When q ≥ 27, we have |H| = (s 3 + 1)s 3 (s − 1) by the above-mentioned result, where s m = q for some positive odd integer m. It follows that m = 1 and H = R(q). When q = 3, we use the permutation representation of R(3) as a primitive group of degree 28 in the database of primitive groups in Magma [5] . Now R(3) acts on ∆ := {1, 2, . . . , 28}, and the two actions of R(3) on V and ∆ are permutation isomorphic. Let J be the normal subgroup of R(3) 1 (the stabilizer of 1 ∈ ∆ in R(3)) which is regular on ∆ \ {1}, and let Z be the centre of J. Then H is (permutation) isomorphic to Z, R(3) 1,2 , τ for some involution τ ∈ R(3). Computation in Magma shows that Z, R(3) 1,2 , τ has order 6, 18 or 504 for any involution τ of R(3). Hence |H| = 504 as |H| ≥ 16 · 3 · 2 = 96. Since R(3) ′ is the only subgroup of R(3) of order 504, we have H = R(3) ′ .
Lemma 3.8. Let G = R(q), ζ (as given in (7)) be a subgroup of Sym(V ) containing R(q) as a normal subgroup. Suppose that P is an imprimitive block of G ∞ on V \ {∞} containing 0 such that |P | = q 2 and L 1 ∪ L 2 ⊆ P . Then the following hold: Proof. (a) Since |P | = q 2 by our assumption, it suffices to prove η 1 = 0 for every (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , . . .) ∈ P . Suppose otherwise. By the action of H we may assume (1, 0, ε 0 , . . .) =: ρ ∈ P for some (c) By Lemma 2.5, it suffices to prove R(q) = H := t 0,ξ,η , w | ξ, η ∈ F q . In fact, similar to (13), we can see that H is transitive on V , and thus |H| = |V ||H ∞ | is divisible by (q 3 + 1)q 2 . Similar to the proof of part (c) of Lemma 3.7, when q ≥ 27, we have |H| = (s 3 + 1)s 3 (s − 1), where s m = q for some odd positive integer m. It follows that m = 1 and H = R(q). When q = 3, the action of R(3) on V is permutation isomorphic to the primitive action of R(3) on ∆ := {1, 2, . . . , 28} (see Magma [5] ). Let J be the normal subgroup of R(3) 1 which is regular on ∆ \ {1}. J has two subgroups of order 9 which are normal in R(3) 1 . One of them, say X, is elementary abelian, while the other is cyclic. So H is (permutation) isomorphic to H := X, τ for some involution τ ∈ R(3). Computation in Magma shows that | H| = 18 or 1512 for any involution τ in R(3). Since |H| ≥ 28 · 9, it follows that H = R(3).
Lemma 3.9. Let soc(G) = R(q) or G = R(3). Suppose that P is an imprimitive block of G ∞ on V \ {∞} containing 0 such that |P | = q 2 and (L 1 ∪ L 2 ) ∩ P = ∅. Then the following hold: Proof. (a) Since (0, 0, 0, . . .) t α,β,γ = (α, β, γ, . . .), if (α, β, γ, . . .) ∈ P , then t α,β,γ stabilizes P . Let (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , . . .) ∈ P be a fixed element with η 1 = 0. Since N := n κ | κ ∈ F × q stabilizes P , we may assume that η 1 = 1. Then (0, 0, γ, . . .) ∈ P for any γ ∈ F × q as t 3 1,η 2 ,η 3 = t 0,0,−1 and N stabilizes P . Thus, if β = 0, then (0, β, γ, . . .) / ∈ P , for otherwise (0, β, 0, . . .) = (0, β, γ, . . .) t 0,0,−γ ∈ P , which contradicts the assumption (L 1 ∪ L 2 ) ∩ P = ∅.
Let (1, ξ 2 , ξ 3 , . . .) and (1, θ 2 , θ 3 , . . .) be two points in P . Then (1, ξ 2 , ξ 3 , . . .) N = (1, θ 2 , θ 3 , . . .) N holds if and only if ξ 2 = θ 2 and ξ 3 = θ 3 . Moreover, (−1, ξ 2 , −ξ 3 , . . .) ∈ P and t −1,ξ 2 ,−ξ 3 stabilizes P . Hence (1, η 2 , η 3 , . . .) t −1,ξ 2 ,−ξ 3 = (0, η 2 + ξ 2 − 1, η 3 − ξ 3 + η 2 + ξ 2 − 1, . . .) ∈ P and so η 2 + ξ 2 − 1 = 0. Setting ξ 2 = η 2 , we obtain η 2 = −1.
On the other hand, since (a, −a σ+1 , c, . . .) tx,y,z = (a + x, −a σ+1 + y + x σ a, c + z
, c, . . .) tx,y,z ∈ P for some a 0 ∈ F q , then y = x σ a 0 −a σ 0 x−x σ+1 . Thus, t x,y,z stabilizes P if and only if x σ a 0 −a σ 0 x−x σ+1 = x σ a−a σ x−x σ+1 for any a ∈ F q , that is, (a−a 0 ) σ x = (a−a 0 )x σ for any a ∈ F q . Hence P = {(a, −a σ+1 , c, . . .) ∈ V | a, c ∈ F q } is an imprimitive block of R(q) ∞ on V \ {∞} if and only if q = 3.
(b) D is a 2-(28, 10, λ) design for some λ ≥ 1. (13) . Similar to the proof of part (c) of Lemma 3.8, in view of the action of R(3) on ∆ := {1, 2, . . . , 28}, let J be the normal subgroup of R(3) 1 which is regular on ∆ \ {1}. Then H is (permutation) isomorphic to H := Y, R(3) 1,2 , τ for some involution τ ∈ R(3), where Y is the cyclic subgroup of J of order 9 which is normal in R(3) 1 . Using Magma , we find that | H| = 18 or 504 for any involution τ of R(3). Therefore, H = R(3) ′ and Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) has three connected components by Lemma 2.5.
Affine case
In this section we assume that G is a 2-transitive permutation group acting on a set V which we always assume to be a suitable vector space over some finite field, and soc(G) is abelian. Let u := |V | = p d be the degree of this permutation representation, where p is a prime and d ≥ 1. It is known (see [22] , [7, p.194] , [6] , [20, p.386] ) that u and the stabilizer G 0 of the zero vector 0 in G are as follows. Since G is 2-transitive on V , in each case G 0 is transitive on V \ {0}. Denote by T the subgroup of Sym(V ) consisting of all translations of V , so that G = T ⋊ G 0 .
G
This case gives (f) in Table 2 . Now G acts on V = F q , and a typical element of G is of the form
where a ∈ F × q , c ∈ F q and ϕ ∈ Aut(F q ) = ζ , with
where j is an integer. Given δ ∈ Aut(F q ) and integer i ≥ 0, we use [δ, i] to denote (p ni − 1)/(p n − 1) and δ − 1 to denote p n − 1, where n is the smallest positive integer such that δ = ζ n . Thus, for i > 0 and x ∈ F × q , x [δ,i] is the product of
The following two lemmas can be easily proved. Let a and c be coprime positive integers. Denote by ord p (a) the exponent of a prime p in a, namely the largest nonnegative integer i such that p i | a. If j is the smallest positive integer such that c | (a j − 1), then we say that a has order j (mod c). Denote by S(n) the set of prime divisors of a positive integer n. Proof. Let p be a prime not dividing a and suppose a has order f (mod p). Suppose that n is a positive integer and f | n. Then by [1, pp.355-356, 1), 2), 3), 4)], we have ord p (a n − 1) = ord p (a f −1)+ord p (n) when p or n is odd, and ord 2 (a n −1) = ord 2 (a−1)+ord 2 (a+1)+ord 2 (n)−1 when p = 2 and n is even. First assume that a has order m (mod (a − 1)m). Suppose S(m) S(a − 1) and let p be the largest one in S(m) \ S(a − 1). Then p is odd and p ∤ a as gcd(a, m) = 1 by our assumption. Suppose that a has order f (mod p). Then f | m as p divides a m − 1. Set m 1 = m/p. Let ξ ∈ S((a − 1)m) = S(a − 1) ∪ S(m) and suppose that a has order f ξ ( mod ξ). Suppose that m is even. Then t has to be even (otherwise ord 2 (a t − 1) = ord 2 (a − 1) and a t − 1 can not be divided by (a − 1)m). If 4 ∤ m, then obviously m ≤ t. If a ≡ 1 (mod 4), then ord 2 (a t − 1) = ord 2 (a − 1) + ord 2 (t) ≥ ord 2 ((a − 1)m) and thus ord 2 (t) ≥ ord 2 (m), which implies m ≤ t. Therefore, a has order m (mod (a − 1)m).
Next we prove some results on the structure of G 0 and determine all possible imprimitive blocks of G 0 on F × q containing 1. Denote by s the smallest positive integer such that t(a, s) ∈ G 0 for some a ∈ F × q . Then s must be a divisor of d and (1, q) and so G 0 = GL (1, q) as G 0 is transitive on F × q . For any integer i, set
Then A 0 is a normal cyclic subgroup of G 0 , H := H 0 is a cyclic subgroup of F × q , and
and thus
we then have
and
is transitive on F × q , we have
Denote by m the smallest positive integer such that t(1, ms) Hx [ϕ,m] , . . ., the first m items are pairwise distinct, and the subsequent items repeat the previous ones. Since G 0 is transitive on F × q , we have
Lemma 4.4. Let G ≤ AΓL(1, q) act 2-transitively on F q , where q = p d with p a prime, and let s and m be as above. (14) implies that m | (q − 1) and Moreover, by (14) ,
Hξ ℓ i , where {ℓ 1 = 1, ℓ 2 , . . . , ℓ φ(m) } is a reduced residue system modulo m, and G 0 is the group generated by {t(a, 0) | a ∈ H} and t(ξ ℓ i , s) for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , φ(m)}. 
where e is a divisor of m, ψ := ζ es , and K is a subgroup of H such that w [ψ,m/e] ∈ K for some t(w, es) ∈ A e .
Proof. Suppose that P is an imprimitive block of G 0 on F × q containing 1. Then G 0,1 ≤ G 0,P ≤ G 0 ≤ ΓL(1, q). Denote by e the smallest positive integer such that t(c, es) ∈ G 0,P for some c ∈ F × q . Then G 0,P ⊆ A 0 ∪ A e ∪ A 2e ∪ A 3e ∪ · · · . For any integer i, set
Then K := K 0 is a subgroup of H. Set ψ := ϕ e = ζ es . For any t(w, es) ∈ G 0,P , we have . ., the first m/e items are pairwise distinct, and the subsequent items repeat the previous ones. Since G 0,P is transitive on P , P must be of the form (15) and moreover Kw [ψ,m/e] = K. We now prove that any subset P of F × q defined in (15) is an imprimitive block of G 0 on F × q . Let e, ψ and K be as stated in the lemma. By Lemma 4.1 and the definition of m, in the sequence: K, Kw [ψ,1] , Kw [ψ,2] , . . ., Kw [ψ,m/e−1] , Kw [ψ,m/e] , . . ., the first m/e terms must be pairwise distinct, and the subsequent terms repeat the previous ones as w [ψ,m/e] ∈ K. For any t(z, ns) ∈ G 0 (n > 0), if e ∤ n, then K, Kw [ψ,1] , Kw [ψ,2] , . . ., Kw [ψ,m/e−1] are mapped into H n , H e+n , H 2e+n , . . ., H m−e+n respectively by t(z, ns), and hence P ∩P t(z,ns) = ∅. If e | n, say n = ej, then Kw [ψ,i] is mapped into H e(i+j) by t(z, ns). Since t(z, ns) ∈ A n = A 0 t(w, es) j , we have z ∈ H n = Hw [ψ,j] and z = yw [ψ,j] for some y ∈ H, and (Kw [ψ,i] 
Therefore, y ∈ K implies P t(z,ns) = P , and y / ∈ K implies P ∩ P t(z,ns) = ∅. Thus P is an imprimitive block of G 0 on F × q .
Lemma 4.6. Let G, s, m, ϕ, A i , H i and H be as in Lemma 4.5, and by the proof of Lemma 4.4 we may assume H 1 = Hξ ℓ , where ξ is a fixed generator of F × q and ℓ is a positive integer coprime to m. Then a subset P of F × q containing 1 is an imprimitive block of G 0 on F × q if and only if either P is a subgroup of F × q , or there exist j = nm + ℓ[ϕ, e] and K ≤ H with |H/K| dividing j[ψ, m/e]/m such that P is given by (15) , where n ≥ 0, e is a divisor of m, ψ := ζ es and w := ξ j .
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, we may assume P is given by (15) . If m = 1, then e = m = 1, w = w [ψ,m/e] ∈ K, and thus P = K is a subgroup of F × q . Assume m > 1 in the remaining proof. The subgroup K of H in Lemma 4.5 must allow the existence of w ∈ H e such that w [ψ,m/e] ∈ K. We may assume w = ξ nm+ℓ [ϕ,e] 
Thus P in (15) is an imprimitive block of G 0 on F × q if and only if K is a subgroup of H such that |H/K| divides j[ψ, m/e]/m. Remark 4.7. We show that P in Lemma 4.5 needs not be a subgroup of F × q . Let ξ, ℓ, j and w be as in Lemma 4.6. Let K ≤ H be such that |H/K| divides j[ψ, m/e]/m. Then P given by (15) is an imprimitive block of G 0 on F × q . Moreover, P is a subgroup of F × q if and only if (Kw) m/e = K, that is, if and only if |H/K| divides j/e. Fix s, m and e. Let µ be an odd prime divisor of [ψ, m/e]/(m/e), and let t := ord µ (j/e) ≥ 0. Suppose that p has order f (mod µ) so that ord
, while j/e cannot be divided by µ t+1 . So P is an imprimitive block of G 0 on F × q , but not a subgroup of F × q .
In the rest of this section, let G, H, K, P, m, s, ϕ, e be as in Lemma 4.5. Set L := P ∪ {0} and
Then D is a 2-(q, |P | + 1, λ) design admitting G as a 2-point-transitive and block-transitive group of automorphisms, and Ω is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D. Next we consider the connectedness of the G-flag graphs.
Conversely, if L is a subfield of F q , then the elements in G interchanging 0 and 1 must stabilize L and thus λ = 1. In the case when L is a subfield of Table 2 .
In what follows we assume that L is not a subfield of F q so that λ > 1. Denote by T 1 and T 2 the subgroups of the addition group (F q , +) generated by {a − 1 | a ∈ P } and {a | a ∈ P }, respectively. Define
is even when p is odd, we have τ (−1, 0, id) ∈ G 0 and τ (−1, 1, id) ∈ G. Set −P := {−a | a ∈ P }. We observe that for p > 2, P = −P (or equivalently τ (−1, 0, id) stabilizes P ) if and only if |K| is even.
Proof. Let κ := τ (−1, 1, id) . It is not difficult to verify that G 0,P normalizes
Every element σ 1 κσ 2 · · · σ n−1 κσ n of J is in J 1 or J 1 κ, where J 1 := T 1 ⋊ G 0,P and σ i ∈ G 0,P , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We can see that κ normalizes J 1 , and when P = −P we have κ / ∈ J 1 as τ (−1, 0, id) / ∈ G 0,P . When P = −P , we have τ (−1, 0, id) ∈ G 0,P and thus T 2 ≤ J. Proof. By Lemma 2.5, the number of connected components of Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) is equal to
where i = 1 if P = −P and i = 2 if P = −P . If P = −P , then Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) must be disconnected, for otherwise we would have c 2 = d, K = H, e = 1 and so P = F × q , a contradiction. 
This case contributes to (g) in Table 2 . Denote the underlying symplectic space by (V, f ), where V = F n q and f is a symplectic form. Let e 1 := (1, 0, . . . , 0) and H := Sp(n, q) ✂ G 0 . Define
where A ∈ GL(n, q), c ∈ V and ϕ is a field automorphism of F q acting componentwise on x. If τ (A, c, ϕ) ∈ G e 1 , then c ∈ e 1 and row 1 (A) ∈ e 1 , where row 1 (A) is the first row of A. With respect to the bijection ρ : e 1 → F q , ae 1 → a, each τ (A, c, ϕ) ∈ G e 1 induces a permutation τ (a, c, ϕ) : F q → F q , z → az ϕ + c, where ae 1 = row 1 (A) and ce 1 = c. Define η : G e 1 → AΓL(1, q), τ (A, c, ϕ) → τ (a, c, ϕ). Then η is a homomorphism. Lemma 4.10. Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of G 0 on V \ {0} containing e 1 . Then (a) P ⊆ e 1 and ρ(P ) is a subgroup of F × q ; Proof. We first prove that C 0 P . Suppose otherwise. Suppose that P includes j − 1 orbits of H e 1 of length q n−1 (1 ≤ j < q + 1) and contains ℓ elements in e 1 (1 ≤ ℓ < q). Then |P | = jq n−1 + ℓ − q = gcd(jq n−1 + ℓ − q, q n − 1) = gcd(q n − 1, q 2 − ℓq − j). If q 2 − ℓq − j = 0, then jq n−1 + ℓ − q ≤ q 2 − ℓq − j, which is impossible as n ≥ 4. If q 2 − ℓq − j = 0, then j = q, ℓ = q − 1, and thus P = V \ {0}, violating the condition (u − 1)/|P | ≥ 2. Therefore, C 0 P . Suppose that P includes j orbits of H e 1 of length q n−1 (0 ≤ j < q) and contains ℓ elements in e 1 (1 ≤ ℓ < q). Then |P | = jq n−1 + ℓ = gcd(jq n−1 + ℓ, q n − 1) = gcd(q n − 1, ℓq + j) ≤ ℓq + j. Since n ≥ 4, it follows that j = 0 and P ⊆ e 1 . Since P is an imprimitive block of G e 1 ,0 on e 1 \ {0}, ρ(P ) is an imprimitive block of η(G e 1 ,0 ) on F × q containing 1. Let e 1 = a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 , . . . , a t , b t be a symplectic basis of (V, f ), where (a i , b i ) is a hyperbolic pair, i = 1, 2, . . . , t. With respect to this basis, for any a ∈ F × q , we have τ (A(a), 0, id) ∈ Sp(n, q)∩ G e 1 ,0 , where A(a) := diag (a, 1/a, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1) . Hence η(G e 1 ,0 ) contains GL(1, q) and by the discussion in Section 4.1, ρ(P ) = {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } is a subgroup of the multiplicative group F × q . Since P and e 1 \ {0} are both imprimitive blocks of G 0 on V \ {0}, we have G 0,P ≤ G 0, e 1 . Let g be an element of G e 1 interchanging 0 and e 1 . Then J := G 0,P , g ≤ G e 1 = G, and thus the G-flag graph Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) is disconnected by Lemma 2.5.
The λ of D is 1 or |P | + 1 by Lemma 2.3. Since η(G e 1 ) is 2-transitive on F q , the argument in Section 4.1 shows that λ = 1 if and only if ρ(P ) ∪ {0} is a subfield of F q .
This case contributes to the second possibility in (g) in Table 2 . Denote the underlying symplectic space by (V, f ), where V = F 2 q and f is a symplectic form. Let e 1 := (1, 0) and H := Sp(2, q) = SL(2, q) ✂ G 0 . Define C α as in Section 4.2. Then C 0 = ∅ and C α = e 1 + z α for α ∈ F × q , where z α ∈ C α . Denote all 1-subspaces of V by U = e 1 , U 1 , . . ., U q .
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of G 0 on V \ {0} containing e 1 . Then (a) P ⊆ e 1 and {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } is a subgroup of F × q ;
is a 2-(q 2 , |P | + 1, λ) design admitting G as a group of automorphisms, where L := P ∪ {0}, and Ω := (0, L) G is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D; moreover, λ = 1 if and only if {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } ∪ {0} is a subfield of F q ;
Proof. Suppose that P e 1 . Write
, where E is a subset of e 1 of size ℓ (1 ≤ ℓ < q), α 1 , . . . , α t are distinct elements of F × q and z α j ∈ C α j for 1 ≤ j ≤ t. Since H is transitive on the set of 1-subspaces of V , there exists γ ∈ H such that U γ = U 1 . Hence
Since U and U 1 are not parallel, P γ ∩ P = ∅ and thus
. Thus ℓ = q − 1 and P = V \ {0}, violating the condition (u − 1)/|P | ≥ 2. Therefore, P ⊆ e 1 .
Similar to the treatment in Section 4.2, one can show that the set {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } is a subgroup of F × q . Moreover, the G-flag graph Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) is disconnected, and λ = 1 if and only if {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } ∪ {0} is a subfield of F q .
This case contributes to the second possibility in (g) in Table 2 . Let P be a nontrivial imprimitive block of G 0 on V \{0} containing e 1 := (1, 0, . . . , 0), where V = F n q . Since V \ e 1 is a G 0,e 1 -orbit of length q n − q, if P includes this orbit, then P = V \{0} as |P | is a divisor of |V \{0}| = q n − 1, but this violates the condition (u − 1)/|P | ≥ 2. If P does not include V \ e 1 , then P ⊆ e 1 and similar to the argument in Section 4.2 one can show that {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } is a subgroup of the multiplicative group F × q . Set L := P ∪ {0}, D := (V, L G ) and Ω := (0, L) G . Then D is a 2-(q n , |P | + 1, λ) design admitting G as a group of automorphisms in its natural action, where λ = 1 or |P | + 1, and Ω is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the flag set of D. Moreover, the G-flag graph Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) is disconnected, and λ = 1 if and only if {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } ∪ {0} is a subfield of F q .
4.5
This case contributes to the third possibility in (g) in Table 2 . Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of G 0 on V \ {0} containing e 1 := (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), where V = F 6 q . Then P is also an imprimitive block of G 2 (q) on V \ {0} and P is the union of some G 2 (q) e 1 -orbits on V \ {0}. We are going to determine all possible orbit-lengths of G 2 (q) e 1 on V \ {0} by using the knowledge of G 2 (q) from [29, p.122, Section 4.3.4] .
Take a basis {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 8 } of the octonion algebra O over F q with multiplication given by Table 3, or equivalently by Table 4 , where e := x 4 + x 5 is the identity element of O (since the characteristic is 2, we omit the signs). There is a quadratic form N and an associated bilinear form f satisfying
The group G 2 (q) is the automorphism group of O. Since G 2 (q) preserves the multiplication table of O, one can verify that it preserves N and f . Moreover, G 2 (q) induces a faithful action on e ⊥ / e , where e ⊥ = x 1 , x 8 , x 2 , x 7 , x 3 , x 6 , e . Hence G 2 (q) can be embedded into Sp(6, q).
There is also a symmetric trilinear form t on e ⊥ , that is, t(z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) = t(z 1 σ , z 2 σ , z 3 σ ) for any σ ∈ Sym({1, 2, 3}) and z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ e ⊥ (see [3, p.420] for the definition of a symmetric trilinear form), defined by
and otherwise t is zero on the basis vectors. It is straightforward to verify that
Since G 2 (q) preserves the multiplication and f , it also preserves t.
Denote by x the subspace of O spanned by x, and x the subspace of e ⊥ / e spanned by x, where x = x + e . If W is a subspace of O, then we use W to denote W, e / e . The actions of G 2 (q) on e ⊥ / e and V are permutation isomorphic.
It is known that G 2 (q) x 1 has four orbits on the set of 1-subspaces of e ⊥ / e (see [9, Lemma 3.1] and [22, p.72] ), which have lengths 1, q 5 , q(q +1), q 3 (q +1) and are represented by x 1 , x 8 , x 2 , x 7 , respectively. (Since x 8 is not perpendicular to x 1 while x 2 and x 7 are perpendicular to x 1 , x 8 and x 2 are in distinct G 2 (q) x 1 -orbits, and x 8 and x 7 are in distinct G 2 (q) x 1 -orbits. Moreover, x 2 and x 7 are also in distinct G 2 (q) x 1 -orbits. In fact, if this is not the case, say ϕ( x 2 ) = x 7 for some ϕ ∈ G 2 (q) x 1 , then ϕ(x 1 ) = ax 1 + ℓe, ϕ(x 2 ) = cx 7 + se for some a, c = 0 and so 0 = ϕ(x 1 )ϕ(x 2 ) = (ax 1 + ℓe)(cx 7 + se) = acx 3 + ℓcx 7 + asx 1 + ℓse, which is a contradiction as ac = 0 and x 1 , x 3 , x 7 , e are linearly independent.) Lemma 4.12. ([14, Lemma 4.8]) Let a ∈ V \ {0}. Then G 2 (q) a has q − 1 orbits of length 1, q − 1 orbits of length q 5 , one orbit of length q(q 2 − 1) and one orbit of length q 3 (q 2 − 1) on V \ {0}. Lemma 4.13. Let G ≤ AΓL(6, q) be 2-transitive on V such that G 0 ☎ G 2 (q). Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of G 0 on V \ {0} and let e 1 ∈ P . Then the following hold: 
Proof. Since P is the union of some G 2 (q) e 1 -orbits on V \ {0}, we have a few combinations to consider. We prove that only one possibility can actually occur. First, if P includes both the orbit of length q(q 2 − 1) and the orbit of length q 3 (q 2 − 1), then similar to the argument in Section 4.2 one can prove that P = V \ {0}, contradicting the assumption that P is a nontrivial block of V \ {0}.
Next assume that P includes the orbit of length q 3 (q 2 − 1), i − 1 orbits of length q 5 for some 1 ≤ i < q+1 and ℓ orbits of length 1 for some 1 ≤ ℓ < q, but P does not include the orbit of length q(q 2 −1). Then |P | = iq 5 −q 3 +ℓ = gcd(iq 5 −q 3 +ℓ, q 6 −1) = gcd(iq 5 −q 3 +ℓ+ℓ(q 6 −1), q 6 −1) = gcd(q 3 (ℓq 3 + iq 2 − 1), q 6 − 1) = gcd(ℓq 3 + iq 2 − 1, q 6 − 1). Since 0 < ℓq 3 + iq 2 − 1, we have iq 5 − q 3 + ℓ ≤ ℓq 3 + iq 2 − 1 ≤ q 4 − 1, which is impossible. Now assume that P includes the orbit of length q(q 2 − 1), i orbits of length q 5 for some 0 ≤ i < q and ℓ orbits of length 1 for some 1 ≤ ℓ < q, but P does not include the orbit of length q 3 (q 2 − 1). Then
Since 0 < q 2 − 1 ≤ q 4 − ℓq 3 − iq 2 − 1 ≤ q 4 − q 3 − 1, we have iq 5 + q 3 − q + ℓ ≤ q 4 − ℓq 3 − iq 2 − 1 ≤ q 4 −q 3 −1, which implies i = 0. Thus (20) gives |P | = q 3 −q +ℓ = gcd(ℓq 5 +q 2 −1, q 4 −ℓq 3 −1) = gcd(q 2 (ℓq 3 −q 2 +ℓq+1), q 4 −ℓq 3 −1) = gcd(ℓq 3 −q 2 +ℓq+1, q 4 −ℓq 3 −1) = gcd(ℓq 3 −q 2 +ℓq+1,
, which is impossible. Hence q 2 − 2ℓq + (ℓ 2 − 1) = 0, ℓ = q − 1 and |P | = q 3 − 1. We claim that this P is not an imprimitive block of G 0 on V \ {0}. As in [2, Section 1], for x ∈ e ⊥ , define x∆ := {y ∈ e ⊥ | t(x, y, z) = 0 for any z ∈ e ⊥ }.
Let ϕ ∈ G 2 (q) x 1 and suppose ϕ(x 1 ) = x 1 +ce. Let y = ae+a 1 x 1 +a 8 x 8 +a 2 x 2 +a 7 x 7 +a 3 x 3 +a 6 x 6 be a vector in e ⊥ . If y ∈ (x 1 +ce)∆, then t(x 1 +ce, y, z) = 0 for any z ∈ e ⊥ . When z = e, x 2 , x 3 , we get a 8 = 0, a 7 = 0, a 6 = 0, and thus y ∈ W := e, x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . It follows that (x 1 +ce)∆ ⊆ W . In addition, if c = 0, then x 1 ∆ = x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . Hence ϕ(x 2 ) ∈ (x 1 + ce)∆ ⊆ W , and ϕ(x 2 ) ∈ W , which implies that the G 2 (q) x 1 -orbit containing x 2 is included in W . Since by Lemma 4.12 this orbit has length q(q 2 − 1), it must be W \ x 1 , and P = W \ {0}, where 0 denotes the zero vector in e ⊥ / e . Suppose that W \ {0} is an imprimitive block of G 2 (q) on e ⊥ \ {0}. Then there exists ψ ∈ G 2 (q) stabilizing W such that ψ(x 1 ) = x 2 . Let ψ(x 1 ) = x 2 + je for some j ∈ F q . Then 0 = t(x 1 , w, ψ −1 (z)) = t(ψ(x 1 ), ψ(w), z) = t(x 2 + je, ψ(w), z) for any w ∈ x 1 ∆ and z ∈ e ⊥ . Hence ψ(w) ∈ (x 2 + je)∆ and ψ(
Hence ψ( x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = e, x 1 , x 2 and e = ψ −1 (e) ∈ x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , a contradiction. Therefore, W \ {0} is not an imprimitive block of G 2 (q) on e ⊥ \ {0}.
Therefore, the only possibility is that P includes neither the orbit of length q(q 2 − 1) nor the orbit of length q 3 (q 2 − 1). Similar to the treatment for C 0 P in Section 4.2, one can show that P ⊆ e 1 . Let e 1 = c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 6 be a basis of V , and µ : e ⊥ / e → V a linear map that maps x 1 , x 8 , x 2 , x 7 , x 3 , x 6 to c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , c 6 , respectively. Up to permutation isomorphism, we only need to consider the action of G 2 (q) on V defined by c g := µ((µ −1 (c)) g ) for c ∈ V and g ∈ G 2 (q). Now G ≤ AΓL(6, q). Let ρ and η be defined as in Section 4.2. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.12, one can verify that, for any a ∈ F × q , we have τ (A(a), 0, id) ∈ G 2 (q) ∩ G e 1 ,0 , where A(a) := diag (1/a, a, 1, 1, 1/a, a) , with respect to the basis c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 6 . Hence η(G e 1 ,0 ) contains GL(1, q) and the discussion in Section 4.1 shows that ρ(P ) = {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } is a subgroup of F × q . Since G 0,P ≤ G 0, e 1 , J := G 0,P , g ≤ G e 1 = G, where g is an element in G e 1 interchanging 0 and e 1 . Hence, by Lemma 2.5, the G-flag graph Γ(D, Ω, Ξ) is disconnected. The analysis in Section 4.1 shows that λ = 1 if and only if {a ∈ F × q | ae 1 ∈ P } ∪ {0} is a subfield of F q .
4.6
Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of G 0 on V \ {0}, where V = F 6 2 . Let a ∈ P . Since 1 < |P | < |V | and the orbit-lengths of G 0,a on V \ a are 2(2 + 1), 2 3 (2 + 1), 2 4 and 2 4 (see [22, p.72] ), P is the union of {a} and the G 0,a -orbit of length 2(2 + 1). Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.13, one can show that this P is not an imprimitive block of G 2 (2) ′ on V \ {0}.
G
Suppose that P is a nontrivial imprimitive block of G 0 on V \ {0}, where V = F 4 2 . Let a ∈ P . Then G 0,a is transitive on V \ {0, a} when G 0 ∼ = A 7 , and G 0,a has orbit-lengths 6 and 8 on V \ {0, a} when G 0 ∼ = A 6 (see [22, p.72] ). Hence there is no 2-design as in Lemma 2.4 admitting G as a group of automorphisms.
The remaining cases
If D is a 1-design with point set V admitting G as a group of automorphisms and Ω is a 1-feasible G-orbit on the set of flags of D, then the triple (G, D, Ω) is said to be proper on V . Denote by Π(V ) the set of all proper triples on V .
The purpose of this subsection is to determine all proper triples in cases (vii)-(ix) in the opening paragraph of Section 4 up to flag-isomorphism to be defined as follows, and thus determine all possible flag graphs, contributing to (h), (i) and (j) in Table 2 .
Definition 4.14. Let (G i , D i , Ω i ) be a proper triple on V i , i = 1, 2. If there exists a bijection ρ : V 1 → V 2 such that the action of G 1 on V 1 is permutation isomorphic to the action of G 2 on V 2 with respect to ρ, and the action of G 1 on Ω 1 is permutation isomorphic to the action of G 2 on Ω 2 with respect to the bijection from Ω 1 to Ω 2 induced by ρ, then (G 1 , D 1 , Ω 1 ) and (G 2 , D 2 , Ω 2 ) are said to be flag-isomorphic with respect to the flag-isomorphism ρ.
Flag-isomorphism is an equivalence relation on any subfamily Π of Π(V ). A subset of Π that has exactly one proper triple from each equivalence class (of this equivalence relation) is called a representative subset of Π.
In what follows we set V := F d p , where d ≥ 2 and p is a prime, and denote
Recall Proof. Assume that (P J ) σ = Q J for some σ ∈ N I (J). Then y Hg = x Hσ and y = x τ ξ for some τ ∈ H and g ∈ J, where ξ := σg −1 . We need to show that ξ ∈ N Y (H). Set z := x τ = y ξ −1 . Then z H = x H = y Hgσ −1 = z ξHξ −1 , and we set M = z H . Since H z = (H x ) τ = (J x ) τ = J z = (J y ) ξ −1 = (H y ) ξ −1 = (ξHξ −1 ) z , we have H = J z H = J M = J z H ξ −1 = H ξ −1 . Conversely, if y = x σ for some σ ∈ N Y (H), then Q = y H = x Hσ = P σ and so (P J ) σ = Q J .
By Lemma 4.15, L \ {0} = x H and L \ {0} = y H for some x, y that are in the same N Y (H)-orbit on V , where Y = N GL(d,p) (G 0 ). Therefore, we obtain the following result. where E is an extraspecial group of order 32 and p = 5, 7, 11, 19, 23, 29, 59 . Note that D is a 2-(u, r + 1, λ) design in each case, where u = 3 6 for Π 6,3 , u = 3 4 for Π 1 4,3 and Π 2 4,3 , and u = p 2 for Π 2,p . Our computational results are summarized in Tables 5-14 , where the first row in each table gives the common value of |G 0 | for those proper triples in S whose group entries are pairwise conjugate in AGL(d, p), and the last row gives the number of proper triples in S whose r and λ values are the same and the group entries are pairwise conjugate in AGL(d, p).
In the case where G 0 ∼ = SL(2, 13) and u = 3 6 , our computational results are given in Table 5 , and we find that the corresponding G-flag graphs are all disconnected. In addition, by [22, p.73] we know that λ = 1 if and only if one of the following occurs: r = 2 and D = AG(6, 3); r = 8 and D is one of the two Hering designs [19] ; r = 26 and D is the Hering affine plane of order 27 (see [18] and [10, p.236] ). In the case where G 0 ☎ SL(2, 5), d = 4 and p = 3, the results are given in Table 6 and the corresponding G-flag graphs are all disconnected. In addition, by [22] , λ = 1 if and only if one of the following occurs: r = 8 and D = AG(2, 9); r = 8 and D is the exceptional nearfield plane (see [10, pp.214, 232 , 236]); r = 2 and D = AG(4, 3). In the case where G 0 ☎ E, d = 4 and p = 3, where E is an extraspecial group of order 32, the results are give in Table 7 and the corresponding G-flag graphs are all disconnected. By [22] , λ = 1 if and only if one of the following occurs: r = 8 and D is the exceptional nearfield plane (see [10, pp.214, 232 , 236]); r = 2 and D = AG(4, 3). 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Finally, in the case where G 0 ☎ SL (2, 5) Tables 8-14 , respectively, and the corresponding G-flag graphs are all disconnected. By [22] , λ = 1 if and only if D = AG(2, p). . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 We have completed the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
